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No mattER what RolE you havE iN thE CommERCial CoNstRuCtioN 
process, you share a set of common goals for your building: top-notch performance and 

efficient, low-cost operation. and propane is a smart, flexible, and reliable gas energy choice 

that will help you meet those goals.

if you’re new to propane, consider this guide a warm introduction. you’ll learn about the basic 

properties and attributes of propane, how it’s delivered and used in commercial construction 

projects, and the typical applications that are fueled by propane. if you’re already building 

with propane, this guide will help you learn more about propane’s versatility in commercial 

construction. you’ll discover innovative technologies and energy and environmental advantages 

that will help you construct a building that meets even the highest performance goals. 

over the last several years, the Propane Education & Research Council (PERC) has invested 

millions of dollars in research, videos, training courses, and guides such as this that focus on 

propane applications, including new technologies, installation, maintenance, servicing, and 

safety. we’ve found that propane is versatile enough to fuel projects ranging from a remote 

park cabin to a sprawling luxury resort. with the information in this guide, you’ll have the 

awareness and resources you need to incorporate clean, efficient propane into your projects.

It can fuel projects ranging from a remote  
park cabin to a sprawling luxury resort.

PROPANE Is vERsATILE

PERFORMANCEa high-performance energY source
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Propane is a nontoxic gas produced from natural gas processing 

and crude oil refining. Propane is made here in america. in fact, 

the united states is a net exporter of propane, which means 

we make more than enough to meet demand. in the wake of 

the shale revolution, domestic propane supply has greatly 

increased, and this fuel can now do even more to advance 

america’s energy security and protect the environment.  

Propane fuels our vehicles, forklifts, and commercial mowers; 

heats our homes and commercial spaces; and fuels american 

farming and manufacturing. 

Construction-Friendly  

in commercial construction, propane is used much like natural 

gas. it provides fuel for energy-efficient gas space heating, 

water heating, cooking, fireplaces, and clothes drying, though  

it can also fuel a variety of other building needs. the primary 

difference is that propane is stored on site in tanks that are 

regularly filled by bobtail truck or highway transport vehicle. 

Propane brings all of the advantages of gas to buildings at an 

affordable energy cost.

Propane is versatile, and it’s easy to incorporate in a construction 

project. with propane, you’re not at the mercy of a public utility. 

and with the option of aboveground or underground storage 

tanks, propane professionals can install and connect building 

systems and other applications on your schedule. Propane also 

provides jobsite flexibility by providing gas energy for portable 

generators and temporary construction heaters.
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PRoPaNE is quiCkly ExPaNdiNg iNto 
CommERCial CoNstRuCtioN maRkEts  

through innovations in commercial tank manufacturing and 

commercial distribution networks. Propane can now be used 

for any gas commercial building application that does not have 

easy access to natural gas, including new construction, interior 

construction for new tenants, major renovations, and building 

efficiency upgrades.

there are three components to a commercial building’s propane 

infrastructure:

• storage (tank).

• distribution system (piping network).

• optional components.

Storage (Tank)  

Propane tanks can provide on-site propane storage for 

commercial building projects of any size, from the smallest 

commercial building to a sprawling resort or retail complex. 

sizes range from 125-gallon tanks for spot energy needs to 

120,000-gallon storage tanks. one tank can be sized to  

serve all of a building’s gas energy needs based on its total 

maximum load, measured in British thermal units (Btu),  

or multiple smaller tanks can be manifolded together.  

Propane storage can be underground or aboveground. tanks  

can be placed at multiple sites throughout a project, or one 

central tank can be used with gas piping running throughout  

the complex of commercial buildings.

Placement of the propane storage is easily addressed, even in 

complicated efficiency upgrade scenarios. your propane supplier 

will work with you and your client to determine the proper size 

and number of tanks to meet the building’s propane needs and 

site plan. tanks can be fenced, buried, or landscaped to enhance 

security, safety, and aesthetics

Distribution System (Piping Network) 

Propane distribution systems are designed to be similar to 

natural gas systems. underground gas mains deliver the 

propane to individual service points on buildings. outside  

gas piping is buried according to locally applied codes  

and standards. 

National Fire Protection association (NFPa) standards govern 

the use of propane and gas in buildings. NFPa 58 (standard for 

the storage and handling of liquefied Petroleum gases) is the 

main resource for tank and underground gas line installation, 

and NFPa 54 (National Fuel gas Code) governs inside gas piping 

installation. visit nfpa.org for more information.

storagepropane sYstems
decision to  

use Propane

Bid Project

Engineer Calculates design  
loads and Estimates size and 
Placement of Propane storage

Permits

interior  
lines Run

site work Exterior  
lines Run

Enclose Building 
(Building shell)

installation timeline: Beginning
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ENHANCEDother sYstem components

site work
tank installation

Connect 
Equipment

First Propane
delivery

Building
Commissioning

Certificate of
occupancy

test 
Equipment

Final  
Punch-out

Community Propane Systems 

For mixed-use developments or large commercial projects 

with many individual fuel users, such as a resort or mall, a 

community propane system may be the best option. 

Community propane systems are centralized gas systems that 

provide a scalable and flexible energy solution. the systems 

distribute propane gas through a network of underground pipes 

that connect to homes or buildings with individual gas meters. 

this makes them virtually identical to natural gas systems, but 

with the advantage of being available almost anywhere in the 

united states.

in addition to homes and businesses, community systems 

can also power other amenities such as standby generators, 

pools, clubhouses, and gas lamps. Providing gas energy in large 

developments is much easier with this type of versatility. 

a propane provider will work with you to design and install the 

central tank (or tanks) and piping system. these professionals 

know the federal and state regulations you must meet to ensure 

your community system is up to code. they will typically 

monitor and refuel the central tank, as well as perform ongoing 

maintenance of the system. For construction pros, homeowners, 

and tenants, maintaining a community propane system is 

hands-off and worry-free.

 

Optional Components: Remote Tank Monitoring 
Propane tanks for commercial use are typically remotely 

monitored by your propane supplier to ensure that the propane 

supply is reliable and uninterrupted. these smart monitoring 

devices allow propane companies to track their customers’ 

propane levels and average usage so they can schedule propane 

deliveries when needed. some of today’s advanced monitoring 

systems also integrate with building management systems  

and allow owners or facility managers to also track their 

propane usage. 
 

Optional Components: Metered Service 

Propane metering is a hassle-free way of providing  

sub-metered propane service to retail tenants, even if they  

draw from the same propane storage. Just as with electric or 

natural gas service, your propane company can install individual 

unit meters so tenants can be billed for the propane they use 

each month. with meters, you won’t have to devise a way to 

divvy up the costs of unequal use among the tenants, or simply 

attempt to recoup the cost with higher rent. meters provide an 

accepted way to bill the exact cost of propane to the individual 

tenants who use it. 
 

installation completemiddle end
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CommERCial CoNstRuCtioN PRoJECts, iNtERioR woRk FoR tENaNts, RENovatioNs, aNd  

efficiency upgrades are often measured in their environmental effectiveness by standards such as leadership in Energy & 

Environmental design (lEEd), aNsi/ashRaE/iEs standard 90.1, and the new, enforceable international green Construction Code  

(igCC). Propane can go a long way toward helping a project meet these green building standards. For example, in lEEd v4, commercial 

building projects may be eligible for up to 28 points — mostly related to the Energy and atmosphere provisions. the 2012 igCC has 

a similar approach to voluntary green rating systems, but it makes many of the voluntary points in other rating systems mandatory 

requirements in order to comply with the code. 

here are some ways propane can help builders earn points toward lEEd certification in these and other categories:

•  Efficient heating. Energy and utility savings derived from propane-fueled furnaces, boilers, and water heating systems  

can help designers and engineers exceed standard-efficiency systems.   

•  Temporary heat. Portable propane-fueled construction heaters can help meet lEEd requirements for clean indoor  

air quality during the construction and pre-occupancy phases of building.

•  Meters. developers can earn one point toward lEEd certification for installing propane meters for individual tenants or  

the whole building.

•  Propane autogas. a lEEd credit is available for buildings that install alternative-fuel refueling stations or provide  

low-emitting and fuel-efficient vehicles, maintenance vehicles, or buses, such as those fueled by propane autogas.

•  Mowers. the use of propane-fueled mowers can help earn a lEEd point by achieving emissions reduction requirements  

from site management equipment.

Clean energypropane and green Building

Propane  
increases energy 
independence 
and reliability. 
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iF you’RE lookiNg FoR thE BEst ENERgy souRCE FoR high-PERFoRmaNCE CommERCial 
BuildiNgs, thE ChoiCE is simPlE. gas is the smart, efficient, and environmentally friendly choice for a building’s major 

energy applications, and both propane and natural gas provide similar performance characteristics. like natural gas, propane is an 

abundant, domestically produced source of energy. there are a few fundamentals that building professionals and their clients should 

know about propane.

It’s clean energy. Propane can reduce Co2 emissions by as much as 50 percent compared with electricity in applications such as water 

heating, because much of the nation’s electric power is generated by coal- and oil-fired power plants. Propane has similar advantages 

over heating oil. For example, recently a maine ymCa switched from heating 

oil to propane for its space and water heating, resulting in a Co2 emissions 

reduction of 183,000 pounds per year — the equivalent of taking 17 cars off 

the road every year.1 By using propane and related applications, construction 

pros can earn points under green building programs, such as the lEEd 

Rating system.

It reduces energy costs. Propane systems and appliances are typically 

far more efficient than their electric counterparts. For example, a propane 

condensing tankless water heater can save building owners or operators up 

to 50 percent on their water heating costs when compared with the costs of 

operating a standard electric storage tank heater.

It’s versatile. Propane allows you to construct your buildings with first-rate amenities regardless of where they are located.  

Propane can fuel a building’s vital systems, including power generation, space heating, and water heating, even if the building  

is located off the grid, without access to off-site energy sources such as electricity or natural gas. 

It protects your power supply. standby generators fueled by propane enable a business to stay open during severe storms  

that bring widespread power outages. with propane available, on-site generators maintain lighting, refrigeration, heating, and  

air conditioning, while propane-fueled appliances such as water heaters can continue to operate without interruption

It provides maximum comfort. with options such as energy-efficient propane furnaces, which heat air to a much warmer  

temperature than electric heat pumps, and propane fireplaces, hearths, and outdoor heaters, which keep guest areas and outdoor 

patios inviting and toasty, propane amenities and heating systems turn buildings into comforting and appealing destinations.

It’s designed for safety. typically used in gas form, propane is stored and transported as a liquid under pressure. Propane is nontoxic 

and odorless, so processors add a chemical odorant (ethyl mercaptan) to help users detect leaks by way of an easy-to-identify  

rotten-egg smell. the propane industry’s voluntary Certified Employee training Program (CEtP) helps ensure that propane installation 

and service personnel are well qualified to handle even the most challenging tasks. in addition, propane is a well-regulated industry 

that follows the codes and standards set by the NFPa, the department of transportation, the department of Energy, and various state 

and local regulatory bodies. For more information, go to propanecouncil.org/safety-and-training.

PERFORMANCEpropane fundamentals

 1.  Newport Partners llC. Maine YMCA Saves Time and Money with Propane-Fueled Space and Water Heating System. 
Case study. (washington, d.C.: Propane Education & Research Council, 2013. http//www.buildwithpropane.com/
uploadedFiles/buildwithpropane/website/Resources/propane-boiler-conversion.pdf). 

Total Greenhouse Gas  
Emissions for Various Fuels
sources: EPa 2009, gREEt 1.8c
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VERSATILEwater heating

thE EFFiCiENCy, REliaBility, aNd vERsatility oF ClEaN, amERiCaN-madE PRoPaNE makE it  
aN outstaNdiNg ChoiCE FoR CRitiCal CommERCial BuildiNg systEms. 

Tankless water heating. Propane tankless water heaters offer an innovative, high-performance water heating solution for  

commercial applications. they are effective in both new projects and as replacements for existing storage tank systems. 

tankless water heaters are compact, energy efficient (up to 98 percent), and deliver endless, on-demand hot water. and with  

a life-cycle as long as 20 years, they provide tremendous value for commercial applications.

tankless water heaters don’t store water. instead, they have a gas burner that ignites to heat water only when a faucet or appliance  

is run, or another need occurs. individual tankless units can meet the demand of many small commercial building applications, and in  

high-demand commercial applications, such as hotels and restaurants, where high flow rates and/or high temperatures are crucial, 

banking multiple units together in larger groups provides a high value design solution. 

the tankless nature of this technology avoids the excessive energy use of storing large volumes of hot water and greatly reduces  

the space requirements for the system. these units are extremely efficient compared with storage tank options, and offer operating 

costs significantly lower than electric water heating systems. Furthermore, the compact design of propane tankless units saves 

valuable square footage within commercial buildings.

Storage tank water heating. another option for commercial applications is a propane storage tank water heater. versatile, proven, 

efficient, and dependable, propane storage tank water heaters offer superior hot water delivery, reduced energy costs, and faster          

recovery rates compared with traditional electric storage tank units. high-volume commercial propane water heaters have high  

output capacities well suited for the high-demand applications often found in restaurants, hospitality, and health care.

energY cost results for propane  
and electric storage tank water heaters

Notes:
• Assumed rates $0.15 kW for electric and $2.00 per gallon for propane.
•  Commercial property owners should also consider the electric demand charge ($/kW) in estimating their unit costs. 

Heavy electric demand at any given time, as would be the case with electric water heaters, will increase  
demand charges.

• Calculator site: http://energy.gov/eere/femp/energy-cost-calculator-electric-and-gas-water-heaters.

INPUTS PROPANE STORAGE ELECTRIC STORAGE
Energy Factor

unit of measure 

annual Energy Cost  

lifetime Energy Cost   

life Expectance (years)   
assumed daily water 
Consumption (gal) 

0.67 

1,140 gallons  

$2,284   

$23,685    

13    
300 

0.95 

21,564 kwh  

$3,235   

$31,412    

13    

300 
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VERSATILEspace heating

Space heating with furnaces.  Commercial gas furnaces are self-contained units that supply heated air to condition a wide  

variety of spaces.

Propane furnaces offer great flexibility in both the type and capacity of the equipment, which makes them a good fit for many different 

commercial buildings. with zoned heating capabilities, capacities from 44,000 to more than 1 million Btu/h, and efficiency levels of 

80–98.5 percent, these furnaces can meet very specific commercial demands. and with heated air leaving a propane furnace at a 

significantly warmer temperature than an electric unit, commercial spaces are heated much more steadily and comfortably.

a critical feature of these furnaces is their ability to condition different zones of a building. this allows the use of multiple, smaller 

furnaces (often packaged as Roof top units or Rtus) to be installed to meet the heating needs of just one part of a building. Zoning 

offers improved efficiency and temperature control in the space, as well as modularity that can simplify installation and maintenance.

Space heating with boilers.  Propane boilers offer value to commercial buildings by serving both space heating and hot water 

applications with high efficiency levels, reliable systems, and versatile designs.

Commercial propane boilers are used to generate hot water or steam for various building applications. they can be categorized as 

either condensing or non-condensing types, with condensing units having higher efficiency ratings. in space heating applications, 

these boilers can work in conjunction with a number of heating delivery systems.

For hot water supply, propane boilers can provide high volumes of hot water for domestic consumption, as well as related applications 

like laundry — typically with the same boiler that provides space heating. the ability to supply domestic hot water in addition to space 

heating makes propane boilers ideal candidates for commercial installations.

heating oil conversion
While many buildings in the Northeast use legacy heating-oil systems, heating oil has consistently lost market share at a rate of 

about 2 percent per year as propane, natural gas, and electricity have increased in popularity. There are several reasons for this shift:

When it comes time to upgrade or replace heating-oil equipment, converting to propane can eliminate costly heating oil repairs, 

and reduce maintenance costs, efficiency losses, carbon emissions, and environmental risks. A recent recreation center retrofit in 

the Northeast included a change from heating oil to propane, resulting in energy savings of $23,500 per year.1 The payback was 

immediate, because costly chimney repairs and expensive heating oil equipment replacement were not needed.

environmental issues
Several states in the Northeast are phasing  
in low-sulfur heating oil regulations.

storage
Heating-oil systems come with an oil tank storage 
system, which can be smelly, dirty, and expensive  
and time-consuming to maintain. Propane tanks, on 
the other hand, can be safely installed underground 
and are periodically inspected for safe operation by  
a propane retailer.

efficiency
Heating equipment fueled by propane or natural 
gas is available at higher efficiency ratings than 
what’s commonly available for oil systems.

 1.  Newport Partners llC. Maine YMCA Saves Time and Money with Propane-Fueled Space and Water Heating System. 
Case study. (washington, d.C.: Propane Education & Research Council, 2013. http//www.buildwithpropane.com/
uploadedFiles/buildwithpropane/website/Resources/propane-boiler-conversion.pdf). 
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INCENTIVESreBates and taX credits

BuildiNg with PRoPaNE isN’t Just ENviRoNmENtally FRiENdly, it’s also ECoNomiCally smaRt. 

many states and localities provide tax credits, rebates, grants, and other incentives for high-efficiency propane projects. Check out 

buildwithpropane.com/rebates for the latest opportunities.

Tax credits. many federal incentives for energy-efficient commercial building and fuel sources are available to offset first costs and 

enhance return on investment, including:

•  the Energy-Efficient Commercial Buildings tax deduction provides a deduction of up to $1.80 per square foot to commercial building 

owners or tenants who reduce the building’s total energy and power cost by at least 50 percent 

relative to ashRaE standard 90.1-2001. if a building makes only one type of retrofit (envelope, 

lighting, or mechanical equipment), owners can still earn a deduction of $0.60 per square foot if 

the upgrade would reasonably contribute to an overall building savings of 50 percent if additional 

elements were installed.

•  a Business Energy investment tax Credit is available for up to 10 percent of expenditures for 

eligible ChP systems, with no maximum limit stated. ChP systems must exceed 60 percent 

energy efficiency and can be sized up to 50 megawatts.

•  a Business tax Credit of up to $2,000 is available for residential and multifamily builders, 

contractors, or developers who reduce a home’s total heating and cooling energy consumption 

by at least 50 percent relative to a standard “built-to-code” new home. Because the credit is 

calculated by the “dwelling unit,” not the building, it is particularly valuable for contractors and 

developers of low-rise multifamily properties.

•  alternative fuel tax credits are available for vehicles that use propane autogas, such as school buses, construction equipment, 

forklifts, shuttle vans, and maintenance vehicles. the alternative Fuel Excise tax Credit provides a 50-cent price reduction per 

gasoline gallon equivalent of propane autogas. For the latest autogas incentives and regulations, visit propane.com/on-road- 

fleets/programs-and-incentives/.

several of the federal incentives expired at the end of 2014, but Congress has renewed these 

incentives through a “tax extenders” package in recent years. Congress may also take up overall 

tax reform in 2015, which could affect all of these incentives. Check the database of state 

incentives for Renewables and Efficiency (dsiRE) for current provisions at dsireusa.org.

Propane Mower Incentive Program  

PERC’s Propane mower incentive Program provides an opportunity for landscape contractors 

to earn significant incentives as part of a research initiative. the program provides $1,000 per 

qualifying new mower purchase or $500 per qualifying mower conversion. in return, users provide 

feedback and performance data for one mowing season. Find more information about this  

incentive or fill out an application at propane.com/mowerincentive.

propane.com/mowerincentive
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INNOVATIONSpropane and renewaBle energY

with ElECtRiCity PRiCEs oN thE RisE aCRoss thE uNitEd statEs maNy BuildiNg owNERs  
and construction professionals are turning to renewable energy sources to generate heating and electricity. Because propane has  

low greenhouse gas emissions and can easily be stored on site, it’s ideal for enhancing a wide range of renewable energy systems. 

when properly designed, propane-enhanced renewable energy systems operate with little, if any, intervention by building owners  

and managers.

•  Electrical generation systems. in systems where solar photovoltaic panels or wind 

turbines are used to generate electricity “off the grid,” a propane generator can  

provide auxiliary power when stored battery voltage cannot meet the electrical load  

of the building.

•  Solar thermal systems. Propane can fuel commercial solar backup systems, which  

store solar-heated water, provide efficient backup heating at thermal efficiencies  

greater than 95 percent, and offer controls that easily integrate with upstream solar  

systems to control flows and temperatures. 

•  Bio-mass heating systems. Bio-mass fuels include wood, pellets, dry-shell corn, and 

other indigenous plant materials suitable for producing heat in a combustion chamber. 

Buildings with bio-mass heating systems often use hydronic heating delivery. an auxiliary 

system is necessary for times when the fire is out or the bio-mass system is unable to 

meet a variable heating load, and propane’s flexibility makes it an excellent energy  

source for these applications. 

Propane is  
ideal for 
enhancing  
a wide range  
of renewable  
energy systems.
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ComBiNEd hEat aNd PowER (ChP) systEms aRE a PRovEN CommERCial tEChNology that CaN 
slash utility Bills FoR BusiNEssEs. these systems use a propane or natural gas engine, heat exchanger, and 

generator to create electricity that powers the building. simultaneously, the heat from the 

unit is captured by the heat exchanger and used to channel thermal energy to applications 

like space heating, domestic water heating, dehumidification, or other loads like swimming 

pool heat. utilizing both the electrical and thermal output of the propane ChP system achieves 

system efficiencies as high as 75 percent,2 while typical stand-alone electric generation from 

the grid is only about 30 to 50 percent efficient. 

in commercial settings, ChP systems can greatly improve energy efficiency when compared 

with traditional systems. these systems are most effective in buildings with significant  

and steady thermal demands, which could include heavy domestic hot water needs  

(e.g., hotels, hospitals, car washes), swimming pool heating, or space heating through  

a hydronic system. ChP systems can be ideal for retrofit situations when existing water heating 

equipment needs replacement, electric rates are increasing, or on-site power generation is an 

increasing priority. most ChP systems can be used for standby power during grid-based power outages.

according to the EPa, ChP units could be utilized in 10,000 of the current 48,000 hotels in the united states, with nearly 1,000 of  

those hotels experiencing a return on investment in five years or less.3  

in many states it is even possible to sell extra electricity produced by the ChP system back to the energy grid. these net metering 

programs allow utilities to issue kilowatt-hour credits to customers, who can use them to offset any electricity consumed from 

INNOVATIONScomBined heat and power

2.  department of Energy office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy. “Combined heat and Power Basics.” http://energy.gov/eere/amo/combined-heat-and-power-basics  
(accessed June 15, 2015).

3.  Combined heat and Power Partnership. “hotels and Casinos.” u.s. Environmental Protection agency. http://www.epa.gov/chp/markets/casinos.html (accessed June 15, 2015).
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INNOVATIONSnew technologY

2.  department of Energy office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy. “Combined heat and Power Basics.” http://energy.gov/eere/amo/combined-heat-and-power-basics  
(accessed June 15, 2015).

3.  Combined heat and Power Partnership. “hotels and Casinos.” u.s. Environmental Protection agency. http://www.epa.gov/chp/markets/casinos.html (accessed June 15, 2015).

the grid. in most cases, the transfer is accomplished through a bi-directional meter. the meter turns backward as excess electricity is  

sold to the utility. optimized ChP systems can sync with utilities to operate when electric rates are highest, maximizing cost savings.

Commercial Standby Power Generation 

most businesses can’t afford any downtime from a power outage. while storms, unpredictable weather, and unreliable power grids 

create an uncertain supply of electricity, propane-fueled standby generators provide insurance against power disruption — and the  

lost revenue an outage can bring. they can also protect critical systems, including security, refrigeration, safety lighting, automatic 

doors, and it systems.

in the past, commercial standby generators were typically powered by expensive diesel systems. today, manufacturers offer a  

number of affordable, propane-fueled standby generators that are powerful enough to serve a variety of commercial building  

sizes, with capacities up to 400 kw. 

Tankless Water Heater Arrays 

Propane tankless water heaters are hard to beat for top-notch energy efficiency. For larger commercial 

installations, where the building’s hot water demand exceeds the capacity of a single tankless unit, multiple 

tankless units can be banked to increase capacity. 

available in freestanding or wall-mounted versions and compatible with indoor or outdoor installation,  

these arrays can be shipped to the site pre-assembled, 

with much of the gas, water, and vent piping  

pre-configured. they are available with a common venting 

system, which further speeds installation by allowing the 

entire rack to use the same exhaust and intake venting.  

By combining efficient operation with a simplified and expedited installation,  

tankless racks are a smart choice for both new construction and retrofit projects.

Air Turnover Systems 

designed for large spaces with high ceilings, such as warehouses and big-box  

stores, floor-mounted air turnover heating and cooling units save energy by  

reusing heat that would otherwise be trapped at the ceiling. these units  

continuously circulate large volumes of interior air by pulling in ground-level air, 

heating or cooling it, and returning it to the space above. Propane combustion 

supplies thermal energy to the heat exchanger, while propane glycol is used for 

cooling purposes. these systems eliminate the need for multiple rooftop units,  

roof penetrations, and duct work and can be completely operational in one  

to two days. 

Tankless 
racks are a 
smart choice 
for both new 
construction and 
retrofit projects.
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BUILDINGpropane in restaurants

the cost of energy is a major component of a restaurant’s operating costs, with energy-intensive 

appliances and high demands on hot water and hvaC systems. Choosing energy-efficient propane 

kitchen appliances and space heating and water heating systems can lower those costs and  

provide a quick return on investment.

Water heating. in high-demand scenarios, an array of propane 

tankless water heaters is a space-saving and cost-efficient way 

to produce hot water. these tankless racks create redundancy, 

so the hot water supply will continue even if one unit is out 

of commission. tankless water heaters used in commercial 

applications offer economical, on-demand, endless hot water, 

and they can be installed inside or outside, depending  

on climate.

Space heating. an efficient rooftop furnace can quickly and 

cost-effectively heat a restaurant, and it can serve two different 

zones for the kitchen and seating area. Newer units have 

multiple stages and microprocessors to reduce energy costs, 

along with variable airflow to meet diverse heating loads. 

Cooking. Restaurants use about five to seven times more 

energy per square foot than other commercial buildings. 

Commercial kitchen appliances are energy intensive, so 

choosing energy-efficient gas appliances is a smart choice. 

Propane and gas can be used to cost-effectively fuel a variety  

of kitchen equipment, including stoves, ovens, fryers, rice 

cookers, griddles, steamers, broilers, and buffets.

Fireplaces. Propane fireplaces can be used for decorative or 

space heating purposes. Propane units are “heater-rated,” 

meaning they can provide efficient heating to an individual  

room or space, such as the seating area of a restaurant.  

high-efficiency propane fireplaces can achieve fireplace 

efficiency (FE) ratings of more than 90 percent.

Patio amenities. Radiant heaters, wall sconces, and tiki  

torches maximize the curb appeal of your patio and entrance 

area. Propane patio heaters extend the outdoor living season  

by raising the outdoor air temperature to comfortable levels.  

Fire pits, hearths, and decorative flame features provide a  

cozy amenity and gathering place to highlight an outdoor 

courtyard or patio.

Propane tank. a high-demand setting such as a restaurant  

may require multiple tanks, buried to preserve parking and views  

from the patio area. Propane suppliers will work with individual 

businesses to determine the proper size and number of tanks  

to meet the building’s propane needs.
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BUILDINGpropane in restaurants

For owners of retail facilities like banks and pharmacies, the bottom line is always top of mind. 

Building and renovating with propane-fueled space heating and water heating can help slash energy 

costs and deliver the key performance amenities that are vital to their business.

propane in retail

Water heating. in low-demand scenarios, a single tankless 

unit installed near the point of use greatly reduces delivery 

times and standby heat losses. a small installation footprint 

reserves valuable square footage. a propane-fueled tankless 

water heater offers economical, on-demand, endless hot water 

while generating half as many carbon dioxide emissions as a 

conventional electric storage water heater.

Space heating. an efficient rooftop furnace can quickly and 

cost-effectively heat a small or midsize retail building. in these 

buildings, packaged Rtus are air conditioners with a propane or 

natural gas heating section. high-efficiency propane furnaces  

— generally those with efficiency levels above 90 percent  

aFuE — capture additional heat from the combustion gasses 

and use this to increase the heat transfer of the furnace for  

greater efficiency.

Standby generator. standby generators can provide backup 

power for heating and cooling systems, keeping your business 

open and protecting against damage to perishable inventory. 

while storms, unpredictable weather, and unreliable power grids 

create an uncertain supply of electricity, propane is a safe and 

dependable energy source that won’t fail in a storm.

Metered service. in retail buildings such as strip malls, propane 

metering is a hassle-free way of providing propane service 

to tenants, even if they draw from the same tank. instead of 

owners needing to divvy up the costs of unequal use among  

the tenants, or simply attempting to recoup the cost with higher 

rent, meters provide a surefire way to bill the exact cost of 

propane to the tenants who use it.

Vaporizer. a vaporizer is essentially a boiler that uses heat to aid 

the natural vaporization process of propane from liquid to gas. 

the result is a virtual increase in the Btu delivery capacity of the 

system without a corresponding increase in the size or number 

of the propane storage tanks — which may not be possible 

where space is limited.

Propane tank. a single 1,000-gallon underground tank is a 

common size for this type of building. underground burial helps 

maintain limited parking and enhances safety.

standby generators
can provide backup power
for heating and cooling systems.
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BUILDINGpropane in schools

school administrators have enough to worry about with large student populations and ever-

tightening budgets. the last thing they need to worry about is the reliability — or the cost —  

of their heating. schools heated with propane can drastically cut down on their utility bills  

while utilizing trustworthy systems that ensure the heating won’t fail at an inopportune time.

Water heating. a large building, such as a school, may  

combine local propane tankless water heaters near rooms  

such as bathrooms and science labs with larger commercial 

storage tank water heaters near the cafeteria. storage tank 

water heaters can supply domestic hot water to consistently 

high demand from the kitchen or showers, while tankless units 

support the use of low-flow fixtures, offering a turndown  

ratio of 20:1 for more precise and efficient response to hot 

water demands.

Propane boiler. For many schools and institutions, high-

efficiency propane boilers are the most cost-effective heating 

option. high-efficiency propane combination space and water 

heating systems can provide both domestic hot water and 

hydronic heat, as well as supplemental heating for pools  

when needed.

Cooking. Both professional and aspiring chefs prefer propane 

gas cooking appliances in the cafeteria kitchen or culinary 

classrooms. Commercial kitchen appliances are energy 

intensive, so choosing energy-efficient gas appliances is  

a smart choice. additionally, propane cooking equipment  

typically lasts eight years or more in most commercial  

kitchens, besting electric equipment.

 

Snowmelt system. Buried hydronic heating pipes create  

safe, low-maintenance, snow-free walkways and playgrounds, 

reducing dangerous slippery surfaces. the use of snowmelt 

systems reduces maintenance and cleanup of entrances and 

common outdoor areas by eliminating the need for salt and 

snow removal. in turn, these systems help prevent slush, mud, 

and salt from entering the school. smart controls ensure the 

system runs only when it needs to, reducing energy costs.

Standby generator. Educational buildings can become shelters 

during emergencies, supplying electricity, heat, air-conditioning, 

and hot water. on-site generators fueled by propane allow 

for institutions to stay open during and after hurricanes and 

severe storms that bring widespread power outages. Propane 

generators can maintain lighting, heating, air-conditioning,  

and refrigeration. 

Chefs Prefer
ProPane gas 
cooking appliances
in the cafeteria kitchen.
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Schools heated  
with propane can 
drastically cut down 
on their utility bills.

Vehicles. off-road and on-road vehicles running on propane  

last longer and cost less to fuel and maintain. school  

districts can choose from a selection of type a and type C  

propane-autogas-powered buses developed by industry-leading 

manufacturers. Propane-fueled commercial mowers produce 

almost 50 percent fewer greenhouse gas emissions than similar 

gasoline-powered commercial mowers,4 a plus for school 

districts that specify a sustainability requirement.

Propane tank. in this example, an 18,000-gallon aboveground 

tank supplies propane to the applications in the main building  

 

as well as fuel for propane vehicles and mowers. tanks can be 

fenced, buried, or landscaped to enhance security, safety,  

and aesthetics.

Dehumidification. high humidity levels inside buildings can 

create a series of problems, such as mold growth, condensation 

concerns, and complaints about lack of comfort. Propane-

fueled desiccant dehumidifiers remove and control high 

humidity levels inside buildings, especially in humid climates 

and for spaces such as gymnasiums, pool areas, and public 

showers and bathrooms.

4.  Energetics inc., Propane Reduces greenhouse gas Emissions: a Comparative  
analysis (washington, d.C.: Propane Education & Research Council, 2009).
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BUILDINGpropane in lodging

hospitality projects are being transformed by propane inside and out. guestroom fireplaces or 

outdoor fire pits and hearths provide unmatched ambience and cozy gathering spaces. Efficient, 

propane water heaters, furnaces, and kitchen appliances can help slash operating costs while 

keeping guests comfortable and satisfied.

Water heating. according to the Energy star Building manual, 

nearly a third of a hotel’s energy consumption goes toward 

water heating. multiple storage tank water heaters, shown here, 

can efficiently meet a hotel’s hot water needs during periods 

of high demand. New propane storage tank water heaters have 

efficiency features such as additional insulation to reduce heat 

loss from the stored water and electronic ignition to eliminate 

the fuel consumption of a standing pilot light.

Space heating. By delivering more-even heat, and more heat 

closer to the floor, boiler-fed radiant heating systems can be  

an energy-efficient heating source throughout a lodging 

building. high-efficiency propane boilers are a cost-effective 

heating option, and they can be paired with water heating 

systems to provide both domestic hot water and hydronic heat. 

Laundry. Because of their efficiency and heating capacity, 

propane and natural gas are most commonly used for 

commercial clothes and linen dryers. Propane dryers outperform 

electric units by providing faster drying times, which lends great 

operational efficiency.

Cooking. Propane and natural gas restaurant-grade kitchen 

appliances are the cooking tools of choice for hospitality chefs. 

gas cooktops offer unsurpassed control and greater capacity,

with precise temperature adjustments and more-uniform 

heat distribution than electric burners. New propane-powered, 

Energy star–certified equipment is 10 percent to 70 percent 

more efficient than standard equipment, depending on 

product type. Further, high-efficiency equipment also reduces 

energy consumption and thus the carbon footprint of a 

facility. according to Energy star, a fully outfitted commercial 

food service kitchen can prevent roughly 34,000 pounds of 

greenhouse gas emissions annually.

Fireplaces. Fireplaces add warmth and ambience to guestrooms 

and welcome areas and can provide comfy, efficient heating  

to a room or space. Fire pits, hearths, and decorative flame 

features provide a cozy amenity and gathering place to highlight 

an outdoor courtyard or patio. two-sided fireplaces take it to 

another level by separating two defined areas for cocktails and  

for dining.

Patio amenities. Patio heating allows hotel dining rooms to 

expand their seating area to the outdoors and extend the 

outdoor dining season. Rustic outdoor lighting and propane-

fueled flame features can give your destination a unique  

look that your guests won’t forget. Restaurants can even  

add a seasonal outdoor kitchen with propane grills or 

cooking appliances.

7.  Based on Food service technology Center analysis tools, with adjustments made for propane.  http://www.fishnick.com.
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Combined heat and power (CHP). ChP systems create 

electricity while providing supplemental heat for a hotel’s 

swimming pool and radiant heating system. Because of their 

year-round hot water loads for laundry, pool heating, guest 

rooms, radiant heating, and more, hospitality buildings are an 

ideal candidate to utilize this rapidly growing technology, which 

can also provide electricity during power outages.

Standby generator. a hotel’s ability to stay open during a power 

outage is an important competitive advantage. on-site standby 

generators fueled by propane allow hotels to stay open during 

and after hurricanes and severe storms that bring widespread 

power outages. Propane generators can maintain lighting, 

heating, air-conditioning, and refrigeration. 

Propane tank. Propane tanks can be remotely monitored by  

the propane supplier to ensure the propane supply is reliable 

and uninterrupted. these smart monitoring devices allow 

propane companies to track their customers’ tank levels and 

average usage to ensure they schedule propane deliveries  

when needed.

Hospitality 
projects are being 
transformed by 
propane inside 
and out.
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BUILDINGpropane in warehouses

Providing affordable heating for cavernous warehouses or big-box stores might seem daunting,  

but with systems including propane-fueled heating, high-capacity water heaters, and backup 

generators, large buildings can keep all systems running comfortably and efficiently 24/7.

Water heating. Propane tankless water heaters achieve 

energy factors as high as 97 percent and can be strategically 

combined into high-capacity banks. Power-vented, high-capacity 

commercial storage propane water heaters offer generally lower 

operating costs compared with heating oil or electric storage tank 

units. Either tankless or storage tank systems will meet the hot 

water demands of a commercial building while saving energy.

Space heating. Floor-level air rotation systems are used for 

heating facilities up to 150,000 square feet and cooling facilities 

as large as 100,000 square feet. Propane combustion provides 

thermal energy to the heat exchanger, while propane glycol is 

used for cooling purposes. these systems eliminate the need 

for multiple rooftop units, roof penetrations, and duct work, and 

they can be completely operational in one to two days. 

Standby generator. in a warehouse or manufacturing 

environment, even small power outages can lead to costly 

downtime or damaged inventory. standby generators can 

provide backup power for heating and cooling systems and 

lighting, keeping your facility open and ensuring your customers 

get their product on time. Propane is a safe and dependable 

energy source that won’t fail in a storm or grid outage. 

 

Cooking. a warehouse or big-box store may include propane 

cooking appliances in the employee break room as well as in the 

appliance demo area. Consumers prefer cooking with gas, and 

fueling demo appliances with propane allows for live cooking 

demonstrations and special events.

Demonstration areas. Propane home improvement products 

such as fireplaces, torches, and outdoor heaters lose their 

visual punch without a live gas connection. home improvement 

stores can use on-site propane to show off these dazzling flame 

effects and comfort benefits to consumers.

Vehicles. Propane fuels 670,000 forklifts in u.s. factories and 

warehouses. the fuel is eligible for the alternative Fuel tax 

Credit, which allows for a 50-cent-per-gallon credit on propane 

used in forklifts. Check for the latest propane autogas incentive 

programs at www.afdc.energy.gov.

Propane tank. a propane tank for this type of building may  

serve the fuel needs of the building as well as a propane 

refueling station. Commercial and industrial applications may 

use multiple tanks or a single high-capacity tank, depending  

on the needs of the building.
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In a warehouse 
or manufacturing 
environment, even small 
power outages can lead 
to costly downtime or 
damaged inventory. 
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JOBSITEtemporarY heat

PRoPaNE-FuElEd tEmPoRaRy CoNstRuCtioN hEat kEEPs PRoJECts oN sChEdulE 
thRoughout thE ColdEst moNths oF thE yEaR.

temporary heaters have come a long way from the days of mushroom-style pot heaters, which had the potential to spread carbon 

monoxide throughout a building. today’s heaters run much more efficiently, using technology such as electronic modulating burner 

controls and remote space thermostats to automatically adjust gas flow. they can also draw clean outside air for combustion or be 

placed outside with temporary ductwork to deliver heat to the building. and they are available for seasonal rental.

Construction heaters range in size from small, portable heaters that produce about 35,000 Btu of heat to large heaters capable 

of heating hospitals or resorts, with energy outputs up to 5 million Btu. Combined with proper ventilation, temporary heaters allow 

construction materials such as floor finishes, drywall, plaster, and paint to dry and cure even during cold weather.

temporary construction heat can also keep your workers warm and productive. in some regions, codes or safety regulations require 

that workers have a supplementary heat source when work area temperatures drop below a certain level.

Regardless of the application, propane is the cleanest and easiest choice for the energy source. on many projects, a natural gas 

connection isn’t available until the building is nearly finished. Propane, on the other hand, is portable and convenient. Project 

managers can work with their local temporary heat and propane provider to budget and plan for construction heat. the process is 

mostly turnkey from start to finish; the builder is responsible for ducting the heat into the building and powering it as needed.

Temporary 
construction heat 
can keep your 
workers warm  
and productive.
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JOBSITEconstruction eQuipment

Jobsite power generators. small portable and large towable propane generators provide 

convenient and trustworthy power for construction crews working on sites not yet connected to 

the power grid. approved for use outdoors,5 these generators provide on-the-go power without the 

tradeoffs of gasoline. towable generators that can be fueled by an onboard or external propane tank 

and are designed for prime applications are available in sizes ranging from 30 to 125 kva.

Portable generators that run on propane are always easier to keep in running condition because 

propane does not degrade over time like gasoline. and unlike gasoline, propane is biodegradable, 

and there’s no chance of spilling when refueling. Portable propane generators also emit fewer 

greenhouse gases and toxic pollutants than comparable gasoline-powered portables.  

By comparison, the cost of using and maintaining diesel products is expected to rise even  

further as the market transitions to the EPa’s tougher tier 4 emissions standards.

Hybrid lighting. solar hybrid light towers offer long-lasting jobsite lighting with onboard propane 

generator backup, ensuring the lights stay on even when the photovoltaic panel isn’t charging. 

they can offer significant operational savings over diesel models: about $5,800 a year for a unit 

operating 70 hours per week. 

Floor care. Floor burnishers, polishers, and strippers are available with propane engines, providing 

cordless operation and long working time between refills. the equipment uses an emissions 

monitoring system that shuts down the engine if oxygen levels in the exhaust surpass preset limits.

kohler power systems’  new 30-125REZGT 

line of towable generators can be fueled by an 

onboard or external propane tank, as well as 

natural gas. Available in 30-, 50-, 70-, and 125 

kVA models, it’s the first propane generator of 

its size with a ruggedized, prime-rated engine, 

meaning it has the hardened valves and  

other modifications needed to allow  

continuous operation.

5.  Portable propane generators are not osha-certified for indoor use.
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VEHICLESpropane autogas

whEthER you’RE a CoNstRuCtioN PRoFEssioNal oR a BusiNEss owNER, 
thERE aRE PlENty oF REasoNs to switCh youR vEhiClEs FRom gasoliNE  
oR diEsEl to PRoPaNE autogas. 

Propane autogas is flexible enough to work in both on-road vehicles, such as work trucks, school 

buses, shuttle vans, and maintenance or delivery vehicles, and off-road vehicles such as forklifts 

and lawnmowers. after an initial investment, your business can expect to save money in areas where 

conventional and other alternative fuels would pile on to your operating costs. 

Fuel. mile for mile, propane autogas costs less than gasoline or diesel. and when you add in federal  

and state government fuel tax credits, the already competitive payback period on propane autogas 

investments is even shorter.

Maintenance. thanks to the dependable, clean performance of propane autogas, work vehicles will  

have lower maintenance costs than they get with conventional fuels. unlike diesel engines, propane 

autogas engines require less oil by volume, no additional filters, and no costly emission fluids, which 

means lower costs during each maintenance cycle.

Infrastructure. Propane autogas is abundant. many fleet owners prefer having a refueling station 

located on their property. installation of propane autogas refueling infrastructure is affordable. it costs 

much less than installing a compressed natural gas (CNg), gasoline, or diesel refueling station.

with thousands of refueling stations located across all 50 states, propane is an accessible, readily 

available low-carbon fuel. to obtain state-specific information about propane refueling locations,  

use the alternative Fueling station locator, maintained by the u.s. department of Energy.

MILe for MILe,
ProPane aUtogas 

costs less than 
gasoline or diesel.
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TRAININGpropane Building resources

oNliNE REsouRCEs

buildwithpropane.com 

Construction pros should visit buildwithpropane.com to check out the latest news and insights on building products and  

trends, learn how to install and operate propane equipment, and find information on construction-related events, conferences,  

and conventions.

the site has a wealth of research and resources on propane-fueled equipment and building systems. you’ll find training videos, the 

virtual Buildings and other interactive tools, and an online product directory stocked with commercial building products. while you’re 

there, sign up for the Propane Energy Update newsletter to receive updates on news and products for commercial construction 

professionals.

Propane Training Academy — propanetrainingacademy.com 

the Propane training academy was created to provide architects, engineers, builders, and other construction professionals with  

free and informative training materials on propane and its many applications, installation specifics, and products. the courses  

on this site are registered for education credit with the american institute of architects, green Building Certification institute,  

National association of the Remodeling industry, and National association of home Builders, and they’re a smart way for certified 

construction professionals to maintain their standing with those organizations.

Find a Propane Retailer — propane.com/fpr.aspx 

a propane professional can give you answers to your questions about propane applications. use this handy online tool to find a  

propane retailer in your area, and you’ll be on your way to a successful propane project.

Visit buildwithpropane.com  
for propane news, research,  
and resources.
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